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Abstract
Despite enormous remote handling requirements, remarkably very few robots are being
used by the nuclear industry. Most of the remote handling tasks are still performed
manually, using conventional mechanical master-slave devices. The few robotic mani-
pulators deployed are directly tele-operated in rudimentary ways, with almost no
autonomy or even a pre-programmed motion. In addition, majority of these robots are
under-sensored (i.e. with no proprioception), which prevents them to use for automatic
tasks. In this context, primarily this chapter discusses the human operator performance
in accomplishing heavy-duty remote handling tasks in hazardous environments such as
nuclear decommissioning. Multiple factors are evaluated to analyse the human opera-
tors’ performance and workload. Also, direct human tele-operation is compared against
human-supervised semi-autonomous control exploiting computer vision. Secondarily, a
vision-guided solution towards enabling advanced control and automating the under-
sensored robots is presented. Maintaining the coherence with real nuclear scenario, the
experiments are conducted in the lab environment and results are discussed.
Keywords: nuclear decommissioning, robot tele-operation, robot vision, visual servoing
1. Introduction
Nuclear decommissioning, and the safe disposal of nuclear waste, is a global problem of enor-
mous societal importance. From the world nuclear statistics, there are over 450 nuclear plants
operating in the world and out of which, 186 are currently being operated within Europe [1].
© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
At present, nuclear industry forms the main basis for approximately one quarter of the EU’s total
power generation, which is forecasted to be increase by at least 15% by 2030. Nuclear operations
in USA and UK began in the 1940s, and greatly accelerated in both countries following the first
USSR atomic bomb test in 1949. UK pioneered peaceful use of atomic energy, with the world’s
first industrial scale civil nuclear power plant coming online at the UK Sellafield site in 1956.
Thus, in several countries, legacy nuclear waste materials and facilities can be more than two-
thirds of a century old. Due to the raising concerns over fossil-fuelled power generation espe-
cially with the alarming levels of greenhouse gasses and the difficulty in managing nuclear
waste, many nuclear plants worldwide are undergoing some revival. While many countries plan
to rejuvenate their nuclear plants, countries like UK are presently decommissioning their old
nuclear plants. Nevertheless, nuclear clean-up is a worldwide humanitarian issue (saving the
environment for future generations) that must be faced by any country that has engaged in
nuclear activities.
Despite the fact that nuclear activities around world are increased, it is estimated that many
nuclear facilities world-wide will reach their maximum operating time and require decom-
missioning in the coming two or three decades. Thousands of tons of contaminated material
(e.g. metal rods, concrete, etc.) need to be handled and safely disposed until they no longer
possess a threat. This process involves not only the cleaning costs and human hours, but also
the risk of humans being exposed to radiation. Decommissioning the legacy waste inventory of
the UK alone, represents the largest environmental remediation project in the whole of Europe,
and is expected to take at least 100years to complete, with estimated clean-up costs as high as
£220billion (around $300billion) [2]. Worldwide decommissioning costs are of order $trillion.
Record keeping in the early days was not rigorous by modern standards, and there are now
many waste storage containers with unknown contents or contents of mixed contamination
levels. At the UK Sellafield site, 69,600m3 of legacy ILW waste must be placed into 179,000
storage containers. To avoid wastefully filling expensive high-level containers with low-level
waste, many old legacy containers must be cut open, and their contents sorted and segregated
[3]. This engenders an enormous requirement for complex remote manipulations, since all of
this waste is too hazardous to be approached by humans.
The vast majority of these remote manipulation tasks in most of the nuclear sites around the
world are still performed manually (by ageing workforce), where eminently skilled human
operators control bulky mechanical Master-Slave Manipulator (MSM) devices. Usage of MSMs
at nuclear plants dates back to at least 1940s and has changed slightly in design since then.
Notably, few heavy-duty industrial robot manipulators have been deployed in the nuclear
industry during the last decade (replacing MSMs) to be used for decommissioning tasks. How-
ever, most of these have predominantly been directly tele-operated in rudimentary ways [4]. An
example can be seen in Figure 1, where an operator is looking through a 1.2m thick lead-glass
window (with very limited situational awareness or depth perception) and tele-operating the
hydraulic BROKK robot arm by pushing buttons to control its various joints. Such robots, widely
trusted in the industry due to their ruggedness and reliability, do not actually have propriocep-
tive joint encoders, and no inverse kinematics solving is possible for enabling Cartesian work-
space control via a joystick. Instead, the robot’s inverse kinematics has to be guessed from the
operator’s experience, which directly affects the task performance. It is not considered feasible to
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retrofit proprioceptive sensors to the robots used in such environments: firstly, electronics are
vulnerable to different types of radiation; secondly, the installation of new sensors on trusted
machinery would compromise long-standing certification; thirdly, such robots are predomi-
nantly deployed on a mobile base platform (e.g. a rugged tracked vehicle) and have tasks often
involving high-force interactions with surrounding objects and surfaces. Even if the robot had
proprioceptive sensors, such high-force tools cause large and frequent perturbations to the
robot’s base frame, so that proprioceptive sensors would still be unable to obtain the robot’s pose
with respect to a task frame set in the robot’s surroundings.
Recently, many efforts have been made to deploy tele-operated robots at nuclear disaster
sites [5, 6]; with robots controlled by viewing through cameras mounted on or around the
robot. Albeit the significant efforts made, overall throughput rates are deficient in tackling the
real-world problems. Nevertheless, in the context of this chapter, the major difficulty is situa-
tional awareness while tele-operation, especially the lack of depth perception and effect of
external disturbances on the operator (e.g. surrounding noise levels, temperature, etc.), which
primarily questions accuracy and repeatability of the task being performed [7]. Also, since the
legacy waste inventory that needs processing is astronomical, direct tele-operation by humans
is time consuming and tedious. Up on noticing all these difficulties associated with direct tele-
operation of robots in hazardous environments, it can be seen that many of the nuclear
decommissioning tasks can be (semi-)automated up to an extent to improve the task comple-
tion time as well as performance.
A major helping block is the computer vision or vision sensing. Modern computer vision
techniques are now robust enough to significantly enhance throughput rates, accuracy and
reliability, by enabling partial or even full automation of many nuclear waste manipulation
tasks. Moreover, by adopting external sensing (e.g. vision) not only provides quantitative feed-
back to control the robot manipulator but also enables to estimate its joint configuration effec-
tively when the proprioception is absent [8]. Machine vision systems are already being used for a
Figure 1. A BROKK robot, equipped with a gripper, being used for a pick and place task at the Sellafield nuclear site in
UK. Human operator can be seen controlling the robot from behind a 1.6m thick lead-glass window which shields him
from radiation, but significantly limits his situational awareness. For more examples, refer to www.sellafieldsites.com/
solution/decommissioning.
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wide variety of industrial processes [9], where they provide information about scenes and
objects (size, shape, colour, pose), which can be used to control a robot’s trajectory in the task
space [10, 11]. In the case of nuclear applications, previous studies have used vision information
to classify nuclear waste [3] and to estimate radiation levels [12]. However, it is not known that
any visual servoing techniques (using the tracked image information) been applied in the (highly
conservative) nuclear domain. Nevertheless, we believe that a greater understanding of the
underlying processes is necessary, before nuclear manipulation tasks can be safely automated.
This chapter mainly discusses how novice human operators can rapidly learn to control
modern robots to perform basic manipulation tasks; also how autonomous robotics techniques
can be used for operator assistance, to increase throughput rates, decrease errors, and enhance
safety. In this context, two (common decommissioning) tasks are investigated: (1) point-to-
point dexterity task, where human subjects control the position and orientation of the robot
end-effector to reach a set of predefined goal positions in a specific order, and (2) box encap-
sulation task (manipulating waste items into safe storage containers), where human tele-
operation of the robot arm is compared to that of a human-supervised semi-autonomous
control exploiting computer vision. Human subjects’ performance in executing both these
tasks is analysed and factors affecting the performance are discussed. In addition, a vision-
guided framework to estimate the robot’s full joint state configuration by tracking several links
of the robot in monocular camera images is presented. The main goal of this framework is to
resolve the problem of estimating robot kinematics (operating in nuclear environments) and to
enable automatic control of the robot in Cartesian space.
2. Analysis of tele-operation to semi-autonomy
The role played by robots in accomplishing various tasks in hazardous environments has been
greatly appreciated; mainly for preventing the humans from extreme radioactive dos-
age [13, 14]. As previously stated, for many years they have been used to manipulate vast
amount of complex radioactive loads and contaminated waste. Despite this fact, with the
growing needs and technological developments, more new and advanced robotic systems
continue to be deployed. This not only signifies the task importance but also questions the
ability of human workers in operating them. Most of these robots used for decommissioning
tasks are majorly tele-operated with almost no autonomy or even a pre-programmed motion
as in other industries (e.g. automotive). Invariably there is regular human intervention for
ensuring the environment is safely secured from any unsupervised or unplanned interactions.
Most of this process is not going to change; however, some tasks in this process can be semi-
automated to reduce the burden on human operators as well as the task completion time. In
this section, we focus on analysing various factors affecting the performance of fully super-
vised tele-operated handling and vision-guided semi-autonomous manipulations.
2.1. Tele-operation systems
Tele-operation systems have been in existence as an ideal master-slave system or a client-
server system. Many tele-operation based tasks have been used and their importance
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specifically in cases of human collaborative tasks has been widely studied [14]. These studies
help in providing the importance to the human inputs and provide them with distinctive role
to lead in more supervised tasks. In most of the cases the human acts as a master controlling
or coordinating the movement to be handled by pressing buttons or by varying controller
keys (e.g. joystick) and the robot acts as a slave (model) executing the commanded trajecto-
ries [15]. A typical example of such a tele-operation system using the joystick can be seen
in Figure 2, where an operator uses the joystick as a guiding tool to move the robot arm or
performing the orientation correction of the robot by viewing it from the live camera feed
(multiple views of the scene). The robot then follows the instructions as advised and reaches
the commanded position.
In an advanced tele-operation set-up, the operator feels the amount of force applied or the
distance in which the gripper is opening and closing to grasp an object. Further, there are
possibilities to include a haptic interface controller with specific force field induced while
nearing an environmental constraint. These types of systems mainly assist operators in having
full control of the tele-operators, when controlling them in congested environments. However,
these systems are not fully exploited for performing nuclear manipulations and still most of
the nuclear decommissioning tasks are executed using joysticks. In a more traditional model,
the MSM device needs the human to apply forces directly. The major challenge associated is
that no error handling is included with such systems (either MSM or joystick) and instead it is
the task of human operator to correct any positional errors by perceiving the motion in a
camera-display, which often induces task delays.
2.2. Tele-operated tasks for nuclear decommissioning
In the context of nuclear decommissioning, two commonly tele-operated (core-robotic) tasks
are analysed: positioning and stacking. Maintaining the coherence with real nuclear scenario,
these two tasks are simulated in our lab environment and are detailed below.
Figure 2. A human operator controlling the motion of an articulated industrial manipulator using joystick. The robot
motion has been corrected by viewing it in the live camera feed.
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2.2.1. Task 1: sequential positioning
This is one of the initial and majorly performed tasks, where an operator is required to
manoeuvre the robot arm (end-effector) from a point to another in a specific order. While
performing this task, the operators are required to control the positioning errors only from
passive vision, i.e. by viewing at multiple camera displays. A special purpose tele-operation
testbed containing multiple buttons has been designed to study this task (can be seen in
Figure 2). For the sake of analysing human performance, multiple participants with almost
none or limited robotic knowledge are recruited following specific criteria (explained in Sec-
tion2.2.3). Each participant has been asked to move the robot end-effector from point-to-point
in a designed order and while doing so, multiple parameters have been recorded (explained
below) in order to analyse the task performance in terms of various effecting factors. Three
specific points of action are chosen (buttons on the testbed) based on the kinematic configura-
tion and to challenge the manipulability of the operator. Furthermore, a ‘beep’ sound is
introduced to these three points such as to indicate the operator upon successful point-to-point
positioning and completion of the task. The same three points are chosen for all the trials in
order to evaluate the operator’s performance over the course of repetitions. Each participant
has been asked to repeat the task four times, where two trials are made in the presence of loud
industrial noise such as moving machines, vibrations, etc. This has been done to analyse the
operator performance in case of external environmental disturbances.
2.2.2. Task 2: object stacking
Stacking classified objects in an order into the containers is one of the vital tasks performed in
the frame of decommissioning. Here it is assumed that objects (contaminated waste) have been
classified beforehand and hence, waste classification process is not explained in this chapter. In
general, stacking concurrently includes positioning and grasping. Underlying goal is to get
hold of the (classified) objects positioned in the arbitrary locations. Operator while tele-oper-
ating has to identify the stable grasping location including collisions with the environment and
has to stack the grasped object in a specific location or inside a bin. Similar to the previous task,
this task has been designed to use passive vision and operator is able to control both robot
and gripper movements from the joypad. However, since positioning and grasping collectively
can be automated up to an extent, the task performance by direct human tele-operation
is compared with a semi-autonomous vision-guided system (explained in next section). For
analysing, three wooden cubes of size 4 4 4 cm3 are used as sample objects. In order to allow
fair comparison, the objects to be stacked are positioned in the same locations for all trials and
similar experimental conditions are maintained.
2.2.3. Data acquisition for performance analysis
Multiple factors are evaluated to analyse the human operators’ performance and workload in
accomplishing above mentioned tasks. A total of 10 participants (eight male and two female)
were recruited with no prior hands-on experience or knowledge about the experimental set-
up. All the participants had a normal to corrected vision. Previously developed software [16]
has been used to interface the robot motion control with a gaming joypad, which allows the
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operator to switch between and jog the robot in different frames (joint, base and tool) as well as
to control the attached tool, i.e. a two finger parallel jaw gripper. An initial training was
provided at the beginning of each task for each participant, focussing on detailing the safety
measures as well as to get accustomed with the experimental scenario. Since passive vision has
been used (emulating the real nuclear decommissioning environment), it was also necessary to
ensure that the participants understand different camera views. Finally, the analysis has been
performed by evaluating the following measures:
• Observed measures: These are intended to evaluate the operators’ performance and are
purely based on the data recorded during each task. The following factors are identified
to estimate individual performance: success rate per task, task completion time and errors
per task. These are detailed in Table 1.
• Measures obtained from self-assessment: These are intended to evaluate the operators’ work-
load. To this purpose, NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) forms are provided to each
participant upon task completion, which involves questioning the user to rate their effort
in terms of workload demand. The following measures are obtained from the completed
forms: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and
frustration. The participant evaluates his/her individual performance in each task based
on the influence or impact of the task and their individual comfort in pursuing them using
the robot.
2.3. Semi-autonomous systems
Semi-autonomous systems are another prominent robot based approaches used for manipula-
tion tasks in nuclear decommissioning [14]. The concept of semi-autonomy is quite similar to
the tele-operation but with even more less effort or input from the human. The role of human
in a semi-autonomous system is still a Master but handling only the supervisory part, i.e.
initialising and monitoring. The operator gives the orders or decides the course of action to be
performed by the robot, which are then executed by the system in a seemingly effortless
response. For instance, human can identify the path to be followed by the robot and define
that by means of an interface, which will be then executed by the robot. In some cases, the
human operator can even define actions like grasping, cutting, or cleaning, etc. The system
only needs the input in order to execute from the human instead of moving the entire robot
like as in the previous case and in addition, since human being master can take over the control
Measure Description
Total trials Total number of repetitions in each task
Success rate per task Total trialsCollisionsPerceptual misses
Total trials
Task completion time
X
Elapsed time ðcompleted trialsÞ
Completed trials
Errors per task CollisionsþPerceptual misses
Total trials
Table 1. Observed measures to analyse operators’ performance.
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at any point of time. Most of the semi-autonomous systems rely on the external sensory
information (e.g. vision, force, etc.) of the environment. The use of vision based input to
manipulate the tasks and to progress through the environment has been proven effective in
many cases [17]. Using visual information as a feedback to control robotic devices is commonly
termed as visual servoing and is classified based on the type of visual features used [18]. For the
sake of analysing the performance of a semi-autonomous system as well to compare the
human performance in case of stacking objects, a simple position-based visual servoing
scheme has been developed as in Ref. [16] to automatically manoeuvre the robot to a desired
grasping location and to stack objects. A trivial visual control law has been used in combina-
tion with a model-based 3D pose matching [19]. It is always possible to use a different tracking
methodology and to optimise the visual controller in many aspects. Readers can find more
details about this optimisation process in Ref. [20].
2.3.1. Stacking objects by visual servoing
Overall task is decomposed into two different modules: grasping and stacking, where the
former involves automatic navigation of the robot to a stable grasp location, and the latter
involves placing the grasped objects at a pre-defined location. It is assumed that the object
dimensions are always available from the knowledge database and the vision system is pre-
calibrated. The task of automatic navigation starts by operator selection of the object, i.e. by
providing an initial pose (e.g. with mouse clicks) and can be accomplished by: tracking full (six
DoF) pose of the objects and by commanding the robot to a pre-grasp location using this
information. The optional pre-grasp location is required only when the camera is mounted on
top of the robot end-effector in order to avoid any blackspots for the vision while the robot
approaches the object. This location has to be selected such that the robot can always maintain
a stable grasp by moving vertically downwards without colliding with any other objects in its
task space. It is worth noticing that the operator possess full control of this process by
visualising the task as well as robot trajectory. Figure 3 shows different tracked poses of an
object during this process of automatic navigation to pre-grasp location.
Once the object is stably grasped, the task of stacking will be initiated automatically. During
this phase the system uses its knowledge of the location to stack, i.e. the location to release the
Figure 3. Series of images obtained during vision-guided navigation to grasp object 1 (first wooden cube). The wireframe
in space represents the desired or initialised pose provided by the human and the wireframe on object represents the pose
tracked during various iterations. Visual servoing goal is to minimise the error between those two poses such that they
match with each other.
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object, the number of objects already stacked and the dimensions of object being handled.
Once the object is released or stacked, the robot will return to a defined home position and
waits for the next human input.
2.3.2. Task analysis
Analogous to tele-operation, the task performance has been analysed by monitoring various
factors such as collisions, success rate and task completion time. The robot has been
commanded to stack all three blocks 10 different times and during which it only uses the
images from on-board camera. In order to achieve good performances especially when using
artificial vision, environmental lighting has been made seemingly stable throughout the task,
which is also the case for tele-operation.
3. Vision-guided articulated robot state estimation
The overall goal of this section is to increase the operating functionality of under-sensored
robots that are used in hazardous environments. As mentioned, most of the heavy-duty
industrial manipulators that operate in hazardous environments do not possess joint encoders,
which make it hard to automate various tasks. An inability to automate tasks by computer
control of robot motions, not only means that task performances are sub-optimal, but also that
humans are being exposed to high risks in hazardous environments. Moreover, during the
execution of tasks, robots must interact with contact surfaces, which are typically unknown a-
priori, so that some directions of motion are kinematically constrained. Our premise is that
adopting external sensing, which is remote from the robot (e.g. vision using remote camera
views of the robot) offers an effective means of quantitative feedback of the robot’s joint
configuration and pose with respect to the scene. Note that cameras can be rad-hardened in
various well-known ways, and even simple distance of a remote sensor, away from the
radiation source, greatly reduces impact on electronics via inverse-square law. Vision-based
proprioceptive feedback can enable advanced trajectory control and increased autonomy in
such applications. This can help remove humans from harm, improve operational safety,
improve task performance, and reduce maintenance costs [16].
3.1. Related work
Vision information is used as the backbone of this concept and solely relying on which, the
entire robot joint configuration is derived. Usually, this can be misinterpreted with classical
visual servoing methods, where the robots are visually controlled using the information
obtained from proprioceptive sensors. Visual servoing literature predominantly relies on accu-
rately knowing robot states derived from joint encoders. However, Marchand et al. [21].
demonstrated an eye-to-hand visual servoing scheme to control a robot with no proprioceptive
sensors. In order to compute the Jacobian of the manipulator, they estimate the robot configu-
ration. Thus, they feed the end-effector position to an inverse kinematics algorithm for the
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non-redundant manipulator. In Ref. [22], a model-based tracker was presented to track and
estimate the configuration as well as the pose of an articulated object.
Alongside visual servoing, pose estimation is also related to this section. Pose estimation is
classically defined for single-body rigid objects, with six DoF. On the other hand, articulated
objects are composed of multiple rigid bodies and possess higher DoF (often redundant). There
are also a number of kinematic (and potentially dynamic) constraints that bind together the
bodies belonging to kinematic chains. Further, these constraints can also be used to locate and
track the chain of robot parts. A variety of ways to track articulated bodies can be found in
Refs. [23, 24]. These authors mainly focused on localising parts of the articulated bodies in each
image frame, and not on the estimation of joint angles between the connected parts. Addition-
ally, much of this work focussed on tracking parts of robots, but made use of information from
the robot’s joint encoders to do so, in contrast to the problem posed. A real-time system to track
multiple articulated objects using RGB-D and joint encoder information is presented in
Ref. [25]. A similar approach was used in Ref. [26] to track and estimate the pose of a robot
manipulator. Some other notable examples can be found in Ref. [27], where the authors
propose to use depth information for better tracking of objects. Recently, an approach based
on regression forests has been proposed to directly estimate joint angles using single depth
images in Ref. [28]. However, most of these methods require either posterior information (e.g.
post-processing of entire image sequences offline to best-fit a set of object poses), or require
depth images, or must be implemented on a GPU to achieve online tracking.
In summary, the use of depth information alongside standard images can improve the tracking
performances. However, it also increases the computational burden and decreases robustness
in many real-world applications. Our choice of using simple, monocular 2D cameras is moti-
vated by cost, robustness to real-world conditions, and also in an attempt to be as computa-
tionally fast as possible.
3.2. Chained method to estimate robot configuration
Similar to the semi-autonomous task from Section2.3.1, a CAD model-based tracker based on
virtual visual servoing is used to track and identify the poses of various links of the robot. We
also assume that:
• the robot is always in a defined home position before initialising the task, i.e. its initial
configuration is known; and
• the robot’s kinematic model is available.
In turn the tracked poses are related with various transformations to estimate the entire robot
configuration. There are two ways to relate camera to each tracked part, a direct path whose
relationship is given by the tracking algorithm, and another path using the kinematic model of
the robot. These two paths kinematically coincide, thus we enforce the following equalities to
estimate the state of the robot:
CMobji ¼
CT0
0Tobji qð Þ (1)
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Where, CMobji is the homogenous transformation from camera to object frame,
CT0 is the
transformation from camera to world frame and 0Tobji qð Þ represents the transformation from
world to object i frame parametrised over the joint values q, i.e. 0Tobji qð Þ embeds the kinematic
model of the robot. We track four different links of the robot as shown in Figure 4(b).
Therefore, for each tracked robot part, we get:
CMobj1 ¼
CT0
0T1 q1
 
1Tobj1 (2)
CMobj2 ¼
CT0
0T1 q1
 
1T2 q2
 
2Tobj2 (3)
CMobj3 ¼
CT0
0T1 q1
 
1T2 q2
 
2T3 q3
 
3T4 q4
 
4Tobj3 (4)
CMobj4 ¼
CT0
0T1 q1
 
1T2 q2
 
2T3 q3
 
3T4 q4
 
4T5 q5
 
5T6 q6
 
6Tobj4 (5)
The state of the robot is estimated by imposing the equality given in the previous equations,
and casting them as an optimisation problem. Since the robot’s initial configuration is known,
it is used as a seed for the first iteration of the optimisation problem and the robot’s kinematic
model is used to compute 0Tobji qð Þ. The optimisation problem is then stated as:
minimise
q
X
i
ei qð Þ Subject to jqij < qmax (6)
Where,
ei qð Þ ¼ vec
CMobji 
CT0
0Tobji qð Þ
 
(7)
represents an error in the difference of the two paths shown in Figure 4(a) to define a transfor-
mation matrix from the camera frame to the tracked objects frames, and qmax is the joint limit.
Figure 4(a) also depicts the overall estimation schema. The trackers return a set of matrices, i.e.
one for each tracked part. The sets of equations coming from each of the four CMobji can be
used in series to solve for subsets of joint variables, which can be called the ‘chained’ method.
From Figure 4(a), the following dependencies can be observed for each tracked object:
• first object’s position obj1RF depends only on q1;
• second object’s position obj2RF on q1 and q2 ;
• third object’s position obj3RF on q1, q2, q3 and q4 ;
• finally, fourth object’s position obj4RF depends on all the six joints.
As pointed in Figure 4(c), two cylindrical and two cuboid-shaped parts of a KUKA KR5 sixx
robot are tracked for proof of principle. However, this choice is not a limitation, and a variety
of different parts could be chosen. Nevertheless, the parts must be selected such that they
provide sufficient information about all joints of the robot. Even though the concerned robot
possesses proprioceptive sensors, they are not used in the estimation schema.
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The chained method uses each object to estimate only a subset of joint values. These, in turn,
are used as known parameters in the successive estimation problems. For example, q3 and q4
can be retrieved using obj3, as in:
minimise
q3 q4
e3 q1 q2 q3 q4
 
Subject to jqjj < qmax, j ¼ 3:4 (8)
In the similar fashion, other joints, i.e. q1, q2, q5 and q6 can be estimated using Eq. (6). Using
only one object at a time, the quality of configuration estimation becomes highly dependent on
the tracking performance for each individual part. Although it induces the advantage of being
robust to single part tracking failure (producing outliers that influence the estimation of only
the relative subset of angles), it adds the disadvantage of propagating the possible error of
already estimated angles in subsequent estimations.
4. Experimental studies
Two different sets of experiments are conducted to validate human factor performance
(explained in Section2) and to evaluate the vision-guided state estimation scheme (explained
Figure 4. Illustration of the estimation work and tracking. (a) Shows the proposed state estimation model. Nodes
represent reference frames and are classified top node represents camera frame, left aligned nodes represent robot frames
and the right distributed nodes represent tracked object frames. The two paths leading to each tracked object frame from
the camera reference frame can be seen. (b) Sequence of robot links to track and (c) tracked links in a later frame.
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in Section3). It is worth noting that all the experiments reported are conducted in the frame of
hazardous environments. For the first set of experiments, an industrial collaborative robot
KUKA lbr iiwa 14 r820 with seven DoF is used, to which a Schunk PG-70 parallel jaw gripper
is connected as a tool. On the other hand, the second set of experiments is conducted using an
industrial low-payload robot KUKA KR5 Sixx with six DoF. The commercial Logitech c920
cameras have been used for both experiments: for the first set of tests it is mounted on the tool
and is used only for semi-autonomous tasks whereas for the second set, the camera is placed
inside the workspace such that all the robot links are visible to accomplish the task. In either
case, same work computer has been used and the communication between: robot and PC is
realised over Ethernet, gripper and PC is realised over serial port, and camera and PC is
realised over USB. ViSP library [29] has been used for the purpose of fast math computation
and scene visualisation.
4.1. Analysing human factor performance
Recalling, various measures are identified to evaluate the human performance in performing
different tasks. Later, operator performance is evaluated with a semi-autonomous system. In
this context, first the experimental results evaluating 10 novice participants (eight male and
two female) of age 305.5 (meanσ) performing the two tasks are reported. The performance
of each participant is analysed and evaluated based on both the observed and self-reported
measures as explained in the Section2.2.3.
4.1.1. Observed measures analysis
The observed measures of each participant have been categorized based on the time taken by
the participant to fulfil the task, success rate in achieving it and the performance over the
number of trials.
4.1.1.1. Sequential positioning: point-to-point dexterity task
The task was to push and release the buttons (upon hearing a beep sound) in a sequential order
by jogging the robot. If the robot’s tool collided with any object in the environment or if there is
a perceptual miss in the target, the trial was considered as a failure. In total there are four trials
for a participant. In order to increase the challenges in the task as well as to replicate a real
industrial scenario, the final two trials are conducted with an audio track of industrial envi-
ronment. The noise in the audio comprises of multiple tracks with continuous machinery
sounds and intermittent sounds like welding, clamping, etc. Figure 5(a) and (b), illustrates
the average time taken by all the participants in reaching the desired points, i.e. in pushing the
three buttons. The minimum and maximum values of all the participants are also indicated in
the Figure 2. The influence of noise is also observed and the averaged time taken by each
participant in pushing the three buttons is shown in Figure 5(b). The normalised success rate
computed among all participants in case of the first two trials (without noise) is 0.95 and for
the latter two trials (with noise) is 0.87. Upon observing the results, it can be seen that there is a
considerable amount of effect by the environmental noise on human operator in accomplishing
the task. Mainly, from operators’ experience, it has been found that the intermittent noise
distracted their attention from the task and consequently led to reduced performance.
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On the other hand, operators’ learning over the tasks is also analysed. Figure 5(c) and (d)
shows the time to completion for each participant over multiple trials. The repeated measure
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used on the time-to-completion data in order to evaluate
whether the performance significantly changed or not across the trials. ANOVA revealed that
there was a significant learning effect across all four trials. From manual observation, for
example, consider participants eight and nine whose performance reduced from trial-1 to
trial-2. However, as a proof of learning, the same participants’ performance improved over
the next two trials (even in the presence of noise). Interestingly, individual performance is
Figure 5. Illustration of the human performance in accomplishing point-to-point task over different trials at multiple
conditions, i.e. in the absence and presence of environmental noise. (a) and (b) shows the average time spent in reaching
multiple points of action on the test rig without (first two trials) and with (latter two trials) industrial noise, respectively.
Since the location of button-3 is quite challenging to reach, participants spent more time with this point. (c) and (d) shows
participants’ individual time taken among all trials without and with noise, respectively. Effect of noise on task perfor-
mance is clearly evident.
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affected by the task complexity, which is noticeable by analysing the time-to-completion in
Figure 5(a) and (b). All the participants find it significantly easy to reach the points of action 1
and 2, where the robot end-effector is required to be pointing down, i.e. normal to the ground
plane. Task learning is clearly visible among these two trials. However, the performance
reduced (even after learning) while approaching the third point of action, where the robot
end-effector needs to be positioned parallel to the ground plane, which requires operator’s
intelligence in solving the robot’s inverse kinematics so as to move appropriate joints in
accomplishing the task.
4.1.1.2. Object stacking task
This task is to stack multiple objects at a defined location by controlling the robot motion.
Similar to the previous, if the robot’s tool collided with any object in the environment or if there
is a perceptual miss in the target or if the object is not stably grasped or if the object is not
successfully stacked; the trial was considered as a failure. In total, there are three trials for each
participant. Since this task has been compared with semi-autonomy, all the trials are
performed at noisy conditions. Figure 6(a) shows the average time taken among the trials by
the participants in accomplishing the task and Figure 6(b) illustrates the individual perfor-
mance. The normalised success rate computed among all participants is 0.74, which is com-
paratively less than the previous task. Also due to task complexity, the rate of perceptual
misses observed were higher (mainly due to passive vision), specifically while positioning
initial block at the specified location. Similar to the previous, ANOVA has been used to
identify the learning among trials. Even though it returned significant learning behaviour,
visually it can be seen that only 6 out of 10 participants (one partial) improved over trials.
Also, it has been observed that many participants struggled matching or registering the
camera views, which led to environmental collisions and thus leading to task failures or
Figure 6. Illustration of the human performance in accomplishing stacking task over multiple trials. (a) Shows the
average time taken among three different trials. Significant learning behaviour can be seen. (b) Illustrates the participants’
individual task performance.
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delays. These results clearly suggest the difficulties a human operator face in accomplishing a
systemised task and therefore, the need for automation.
4.1.2. Self-assessed measures analysis
NASATLX model was used as a base analysis for the self-reported measures. Each participant
evaluated the task based on the following criterions: Mental demand, Physical demand, Tem-
poral demand, Performance, Effort, Frustration. Two new parameters were also considered for
task 1, i.e. the audio and video stress. Table 2 and Figure 7 report the results for both the tasks.
It is evident from the results, that all the participants found the task two to be more demand-
ing. The Mental demands are significantly high for both the tasks, when compared with other
Self-reported measures Task 1 Task 2
Mental demand 57.5  21.24 71.5  21.22
Physical demand 53.5  32.14 60  19.86
Temporal demand 57.5  20.85 58  20.30
Performance 40.5  25.10 45.5  18.63
Effort 50.5  24.43 71.5  16.17
Frustration 6.9  4.33 10.6  4.32
Total work load 294  29.08 359.5  19.63
Influence of audio 57  23.47 -
Influence of video 55  20 -
Table 2. Self-assessed measures for both the tasks.
Figure 7. Bar charts illustrating the averaged performance of the participants using self-reported measure, NASATLK for
(a) task 1 and (b) task 2. An additional audio and video impact was evaluated specifically for task 1.
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sub-scales. This seems to reflect that the tasks required participants to construct the 3D perception
of the remote workspace through the 2D images of the live camera-feeds. At the same time,
participants also needed to control the robot arm by tele-operation, which is the 2D space
configuration and intuitively difficult to operate corresponding to the 3D space. These operations
require high cognitive load and functioning. Besides, Task 2 requires more precise movements in
handling the objects, grasping them in a suitable position such that they can be stacked one above
the other. The task complexity and the lack of experience in using the robotic tools resulted in the
participants feeling the impact. On the contrary, the physical demands and frustration were
relatively low, suggesting that the tele-manipulation could reduce the physical tiredness for such
repetitive tasks. This trend might depend on the experimental design, i.e. no-time limit for the
completion. Participants could focus more on their performance rather than the temporal
demand. In addition, it can be seen again from Figure 7(a) the effect of surrounding audio and
video live feed on human operator.
4.1.3. Analysis of semi-autonomous block stacking
These set of experiments are conducted to compare and evaluate the performance of a semi-
autonomous system (explained in Section2.3.1). As mentioned before, this task consists of
automatic navigation and grasping of blocks using vision feedback, and stacking blocks at a
predefined location. In order to have a fair evaluation, the blocks were placed in similar
locations as for the tele-operated task. Trackers are automatically initialised from the user
defined initial poses. Then the robot has been automatically navigated to the pre-grasp pose,
which is accomplished by regulating the positional error. Figure 8(a) and (b) show respectively
the robot grasping first object and the final stacked objects. Figure 8(c) shows the time taken to
stack three objects over 10 trials. On average the system requires 49.3s to stack three objects,
which is almost times faster than the time taken by a human operator in accomplishing the
same. Similar to the direct human tele-operation, this task has also been monitored for colli-
sions and failures. Even though no collisions are observed, the task failed during 5th and 9th
Figure 8. Illustration of semi-autonomous system results. (a) Robot grasping the initial object in the task. (b) Final stack of
three objects in the specified location (white square area). (c) Overall time taken for semi-automated block stacking during
10 trials.
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trials due to tracking error. Hence, the overall performance directly depends on the success of
visual tracking system. Unlike with human tests, there were no shortcomings in the depth
perception, which we think is the main reason behind reliable performance. However, in either
of the cases, i.e. both semi-autonomous and human tests, integrating tactile information with
grasping can improve the overall system performance.
4.2. Robot state estimation results
Two series of experiments are conducted. Firstly, the precision of the implemented chained
method in estimating the robot configuration is assessed by commanding the robot in a
trajectory where all joints are excited. During which the vision-estimated joint angles are
compared to the ground-truth values obtained by reading positional encoders. Next, the
vision-derived robot’s configuration estimates are used in a kinematic control loop to demon-
strate the efficiency in performing Cartesian regulation tasks. For this purpose, a classical
kinematic controller of the form given by Eq. (9) has been implemented.
_qref ¼ J
† qð Þ Kpe
 
 KD _qð Þ (9)
where, _qref is the desired/reference velocity, and J
† qð Þ is the pseudo-inverse of the the robot
Jacobian computed using our estimated joint configuration. Kp and KD are proportional and
derivative gain matrices, respectively. Since the robot is controlled in positional mode, Eq. (9) is
integrated numerically to generate control commands.
4.2.1. Estimating robot’s configuration by chained method
Figure 9(a) shows the arbitrarily chosen trajectory to analyse the estimation efficiency. Since
only one camera is used to track the robot, the trajectory has been chosen such that the entire
Figure 9. (a) Selected trajectory to evaluate robot state estimation. It has been chosen such that all the joints of the robot
are excited. (b) Estimated and ground-truth joint angles during the trajectory (trial 3). Angles are expressed in degrees.
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tracked robot’s links are visible throughout the trajectory. In order to perform the quantitative
analysis, the robot has been commanded to execute the trajectory five times, repeatedly. The
estimated and ground-truth values during the trajectory (for third trial) are shown in Figure 9(b).
Joint RMSE Std.
q1 0.581 0.269
q2 0.801 0.777
q3 1.372 1.054
q4 1.508 1.504
q5 2.512 1.634
q6 4.106 2.636
Table 3. Performance analysis of the developed state estimation schema.
Figure 10. (a) Trajectory followed by the end-effector while reaching first goal position. (b) Evolution of controller costs
during all five trajectories. (c) Square-perimeter trajectories followed by the end-effector. Diamond marker represents
robot’s starting position.
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The average RMSE and standard deviation values over all trials are summarised in Table 3. On
average, the estimation error is less than 4∘, which clearly demonstrates the efficiency of the
method in estimating robot’s configuration through vision.
4.2.2. Cartesian regulation with vision estimates
Two different experiments are conducted. First, the robot end-effector has to be positioned
automatically to five different goal positions using vision estimates and second, the robot was
required to move its end-effector along a trajectory tracing out the perimeter of a square.
Square corner locations in robot world frame are supplied as targets. Figure 10(b) shows the
controller [given in Eq. (9)] cost variations while positioning to the five goal positions and
Figure 10(c) shows the square trajectory followed by the robot in three different runs. These
results clearly demonstrate the robustness of the method.
5. Conclusion
This chapter investigated two different concepts in the scope of hazardous environments.
At the first hand, human performance was evaluated in executing remote manipulation tasks
by tele-operating a robot in the context of nuclear decommissioning. Two commonly per-
formed tasks are studied using which, various measures are analysed to identify the human
performance and workload. Later, the human subject performance has been compared with a
semi-autonomous system. The experimental results obtained by simulating the tasks at a lab
environment demonstrate that the human performance improves with training, and suggest
how training requirements scale with task complexity. They also demonstrate how the incor-
poration of autonomous robot control methods can reduce workload for human operators,
while improving task completion time, repeatability and precision. On the other hand, a
vision-guided state estimation framework has been presented to estimate the configuration of
an under-sensored robot through the use of a single monocular camera. This mainly helps in
automating the currently used heavy-duty industrial manipulators.
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